According to the author's preface this work is far more than a dictionary of general botanical terms. It contains a selection of terms from closely related fields such as agricultural chemistry, phytobiology, phytochemistry, horticulture, taxonomy, and several others, all in all nearly 10000 entries! The entries are arranged for rapid information retrieval; the volume is cross-referenced for synonyms and provided with German, French and two Russian indexes, one alphabetical, the other numerical. In the basic table the English entries are given in alphabetical order with their French and German equivalents. In the indexes for these languages the terms, in alphabetical order, refer to corresponding numbers in the basic table. The Russian equivalents are arranged numerically and alphabetically at the end of the dictionary.
Obviously the author has accomplished a huge task. The book is beautifully printed and bound. It is therefore a very unpleasant task for the reviewer to point out (again, as with the first volume) that at least the German part of the book contains many mistakes, inaccuracies and involuntary puns, at least too many for a dictionary. As the author indicates in the preface that he would be grateful, if the users 'would notify him of any error that may come to their attention', we may look forward to a second edition which has been revised by real experts. In its present form the dictionary is unreliable and cannot be recommended.
W. Holzner, Vienna
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